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Introduction
For the last three years UK SBS has been working to single year business plans, following a
decision taken by owners in 2015 that would have seen the transfer of services to other providers
and the closure of the company.
I am therefore delighted to be writing the introduction to a business plan that takes us beyond the
planned closure date and without any more reference to closure. After two years of uncertainty,
in July 2017, our owners made the decision to continue to share services through UK SBS and
jointly invest in a new system solution for implementation in 2020-21.
The fact that UK SBS was re-considered as a credible option was only possible because of
the hard work and dedication of our people that turned the company around; the last three
years have seen performance move from 40% of targets met to consistently meeting over 95%,
alongside a reduction in our cost base of around 40%. Despite these significant improvements
we are not complacent and recognise that there is more to do, but our people have proved
that what they do and the way they do it can influence decisions and their future, and this is a
powerful message to take forward in an ever uncertain world.
The creation of BEIS and UKRI mean that we will have two strong owners and an opportunity
to better enable joint control with a healthy degree of challenge for all of us. Both owners face
their own considerable change over the next few years – change we will be happy and proud
to support and enable. Our plan focusses around our owners' plans and our support for them,
as our approach is founded on the subtle but important distinction that we are not a standard
shared service centre but a partner through which our owners share services and resources.
The next three years bring an unprecedented degree of change that will need to be delivered
alongside maintaining ongoing service delivery. I do not underestimate the challenge ahead but
similarly I do not underestimate our people, their dedication, passion, good humour and ability to
rise to a challenge.
So, alongside our owners and customers, we look forward to the exciting journey ahead – one
which should be challenging, interesting and rewarding.
John Arnott

Acting Chief Executive Officer, UK SBS
May 2018
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Background
UK Shared Business Services Ltd (UK SBS) is a Company limited by shares wholly owned by
the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and UK Research and
Innovation (UKRI). It is a recognised Government shared service provider, operating entirely
within the public domain and is subject to company law, European procurement law, and also to
public law and administration.
UK SBS currently provides services to six public sector clients, spanning four main service areas;
Finance, HR and Payroll, Information System Services (ISS), and Procurement.
The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) Operations Committee and
the UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) Shadow Executive considered a BEIS and UKRI Shared
Services Outline Business Case (OBC) at their meetings on 3 and 6 July 2017 respectively, with
both agreeing the recommended option presented in the OBC.
The OBC considered a number of medium and long term options for the future sharing of
services for BEIS and UKRI. Based on strategic, economic, non-financial, and wider Government
shared services strategy considerations, the recommended option was for:
•	BEIS and UKRI to continue joint ownership of UK SBS as their provider for sharing services;
•	Joint investment in and development of a new system solution for implementation in
2020-21; and
•	Evaluation to be undertaken of moving former DECC service provision from their current
service provider (SSCL) to UK SBS.
This decision made by BEIS and UKRI was a significant change from the one made in June
2015 to transfer all services to other departments, partners or external providers and close
UK SBS. It provides stability of service through the early stages of UKRI’s development and
enables a programme of business transformation and standardisation required within BEIS, UKRI
and UK SBS to enable greater efficiency while also exploring requirements and plans for a move
to a new system solution in 2020-21.
Additionally, it sets up an exciting but challenging programme of change that UK SBS is now
required to deliver over the next three years.
In September 2017, BEIS received Cabinet Office agreement to transfer the former DECC
service provision from SSCL to UK SBS; the first significant on boarding UK SBS has undertaken
for some time and further supporting the July 2017 decision by BEIS and UKRI to retain and
commit to UK SBS.
To understand, manage and successfully deliver this programme a set of Key Priorities and
Objectives, Principles and Values, and a high level rolling Three Year Roadmap have
been developed.
An updated Three Year Roadmap and Business Plan will be published on an annual basis, in
line with the financial accounting calendar (April to March). The Roadmap will be updated on a
quarterly basis.
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Key Priorities and Objectives
There are two key client structural changes taking place in the next three years:
•	Completion of the transformation within BEIS that began in summer 2016 following the
merger of the former BIS and DECC departments; and
•	Merging of the Research Councils, Innovate UK and Research England into UKRI and their
subsequent transformation.
These will be significant changes that need to be supported by UK SBS as Key Priorities, in
addition to maintaining existing services for all clients, underpinned by the performance and
stability of systems.
BEIS and UKRI recognise the requirement to undergo business transformation, and service and
process standardisation, to leverage fully the benefits of sharing services and optimise by moving
to a standard system solution in 2020-21. To fully deliver these benefits of sharing services,
changes will also be required within UK SBS and across organisational boundaries.
Therefore, in support of these priorities, the UK SBS Key Objectives for 2018/19 will be to:
1. Deliver ongoing existing services to required standards;
2. Deliver all agreed projects and programmes as planned, including:
		 •	Supporting the UKRI transformation programme and enabling effective operations for
beyond 'Day One' following the creation of UKRI in April 2018;
		 • The effective and efficient transfer of former-DECC service provision to UK SBS;
		 • The implementation of agreed system upgrades to manage risk; and
3.	Undertake and enable agreed end-to-end process, product and service standardisation
and rationalisation.
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Principles and Values
Given that a longer term future has now been confirmed for UK SBS and new priorities and
objectives have been identified, revised UK SBS Principles have been created to help both UK
SBS employees and customers better understand UK SBS’s role and approach.
UK SBS - We’re proud to play our part
•	We believe in the value that partnership and our expertise play in helping our owners achieve
the best outcomes from sharing services
•	Working with our owners, we provide a range of efficient and expert business services to meet
their current and future needs
•	We aim to be trusted partners; recognised for delivering value and benefits for our owners,
and to support the work they do for UK society and the economy
The UK SBS Values – ‘Our PACT’ – that were first written in 2012, have served UK SBS well over
the years and remain valid going into this next phase of service delivery for clients.
			 Perform as one TEAM
			 Always RESPECT
			 Consider CUSTOMERS FIRST
			 Take the INITIATIVE
Perform as One Team
Being One Team means we engage with, and understand, parts of the business other than our
own. We do this to ensure we understand the impact of our actions on others.
Always Respect
UK SBS embraces the fact that it is a community made up of a diverse mix of backgrounds
and experience.
It is therefore essential that we respect ourselves and the people we interact with. Beyond acting
with integrity and honesty, this means we value each other and the individual contribution we
each make.
Consider Customers First
Customers are at the core of our business and UK SBS helps our customers focus resources on
their core activities.
We demonstrate this by thinking beyond tasks and seeking to understand what our customers
actually want and need. This way we recognise opportunities for adding value to the services
we provide. It could be something as simple as keeping a customer informed on progress, or
suggesting a better solution by understanding the reason for a request.
Take the Initiative
We can all make a difference by taking the initiative when we see an opportunity for improvement
by highlighting it and encouraging others to do the same. Everyone is empowered to challenge
and propose solutions to improve our services.
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People
The uncertain future for UK SBS and the public sector pay constraint in recent years resulted in
human resource activity focusing on immediate resourcing priorities, and employee engagement
driven primarily through open communication of the challenges faced.
With the longer term future now confirmed, human resource plans have been developed to
consider and address the key inter-related themes:
• Attraction: Our external offering and proposition
• Retention: Career opportunities and progression
•	Efficiency: Managers' capabilities to support Performance Management with emphasis on our
PACT values to support behaviour
Delivery plans and timelines will be created to support the following activities:
•	Review our recruitment policies and processes to effectively recruit in a timely manner. This will
include developing our external proposition to ensure we are selling UK SBS as an employer
of choice.
•	Reintroduce our PACT values as an integral part of an effective Performance Management
toolkit, thus reinforcing them. This will better equip our employees and management to deliver
against the Business Plan.
•	Career Development – explore career paths and maps across UK SBS to encourage
employee movement through the organisation. This will allow cross-fertilisation of skills and
development opportunities and increase engagement.

Finance
The 2018/19 figures shown are the latest estimates. 2018/19 business as usual (BAU) income
and cost figures are supported by a provisional allocation letter from BEIS but BAU figures for the
subsequent two years are indicative only. The figures for Transition/Programme income
and costs are based on high-level estimated costs of the programmes within the three-year
roadmap discussed in the next section and are merely indicative. No funding has yet been agreed
for these programmes.
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Forecast income and expenditure account
2018/19
Budget

2019/20
Forecast

2020/21
Forecast

29.0

29.0

29.0

7.2

2.8

1.3

Total Income

36.2

31.8

30.3

BAU staff costs

19.8

19.8

19.8

BAU non-staff costs

9.2

9.2

9.2

Transition/program costs

7.2

2.8

1.3

36.2

31.8

30.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

2018/19
Budget

2019/20
Forecast

2020/21
Forecast

Finance

3.5

3.5

3.5

HR/Payroll

3.1

3.1

3.1

Procurement

3.9

3.9

3.9

Income and costs (£m)
Business as usual (BAU) service income
Transition/programmes income

Total costs
Surplus/(deficit) before depreciation

Breakdown of costs by directorate
Total costs (£m)

General service delivery

0.3

0.3

0.3

Service delivery sub-total

10.8

10.8

10.8

ISS

13.4

13.4

13.4

Change directorate

1.8

1.8

1.8

Corporate services

3.0

3.0

3.0

29.0

29.0

29.0

7.2

2.8

1.3

Total

36.2

31.8

30.3

Average FTE

469

464

459

BAU sub-total
Transition/programmes
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Sources of income
Income description (£m)
Income from BAU services

2018/19
Budget

2019/20
Forecast

2020/21
Forecast

28.98

29.98

28.98

ROE upgrade

0.75

0.00

0.00

BOE refresh

0.20

0.00

0.00

Grant security & resilience

0.30

0.08

0.00

Shared storage

0.40

0.00

0.00

Data centre improvements

0.10

0.10

0.10

Polaris House building service improvements

0.30

0.10

0.00

General capital

0.25

0.30

0.30

Grants de-coupling

1.70

1.20

0.50

Support UKRI transition & transformation

0.20

0.25

0.00

UKRI digital & technology

0.05

0.00

0.00

Former DECC on boarding

1.50

0.00

0.00

BEIS EU exit expansion

0.36

0.00

0.00

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

0.20

0.00

0.00

Oracle Connect trial

0.15

0.00

0.00

New system solution evaluation

0.27

0.13

0.10

End user service improvements

0.25

0.20

0.20

End-to-end standardisation & simplification

0.25

0.25

0.10

INSS off boarding

0.00

0.10

0.00

DIT off boarding

0.00

0.10

0.00

Programmes sub-total

7.23

2.81

1.30

36.21

31.79

30.28

Transition/programmes

Grand total income
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Three year roadmap

Objective 2

Objective 1

Apr 18

Oracle licencing negotiations & renewal
GDPR planning implementation
Recruit the new CEO
UK SBS technology enablement
Procurement commercial standards
Develop the employee proposition
Impact of Brexit on service provision
Agree & implement UKRI transition requirements
On board former DECC parts of BEIS
BOE Hardware refresh
ROE upgrade to Oracle 12.1.3 (phase 2)
Off board CEH & NOC (NERC) institutes
Off board the Department of International Trade
Off board the Insolvency Service
Building IT service improvements
Grants de-customisation (discovery phase)
Grants de-customisation (phase 1)
Grants de-customisation (phase 2)

Jul 18

Oct 18

Jan 19

Apr 19

Jul 19

Oct 19

Jan 20

Apr 20

Jul 20

Oct 20

Jan 21

1. Deliver ongoing services to
required standards

2. Deliver all agreed projects and
programmes as planned

Implementation & go live of future ERP solution
Inform and support the BDA

Organisational design & utilisation

Future ERP solution evaluation & decision support

Objective 3

Develop future plans with owners

Evaluate business IT shared services

Review & agree 'value add' service boundaries
Create a new chart of accounts

3. Undertake and enable agreed endto-end process, product and service
standardisation and rationalisation

Standardisation & automation
UKRI transformation changes

Expected Innovate UK convergence with UKRI

Future EPR solution stabilisation & standardisation
Review & improve user experience
Group procurement portal
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Approach
The following activities from the Three Year Roadmap on the previous page have been identified as all being essential to delivering the UK SBS Key
Objectives, thereby supporting client’s Key Priorities and Objectives.
1. Deliver ongoing existing services to required standards
While there are activities to be delivered that support existing services to continue to be delivered, the key requirements of this objective are
‘Business As Usual’ based:
• Continuing to achieve all Key Performance Indicator (KPI) targets on a monthly basis (see Appendix B for the complete list of KPIs)
• Remaining within agreed financial budgets
• Remaining compliant with all statutory requirements, both as a public sector based organisation and as a registered limited company
• Continuing to manage all identified business risks appropriately
The activities that will be delivered to support these requirements are:

Objective 1

Apr 18

Jul 18

Oct 18

Jan 18

Apr 19

Jul 19

Oct 19

Jan 20

Apr 20

Jul 20

Oct 20

Jan 21

Oracle licencing negotiations & renewal
GDPR planning & implementation
Recruit the new CEO
UK SBS technology enablement
Procurement commercial standards
Develop the employee proposition
Impact of Brexit on service provision
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Activity

Work streams

Description

Benefit(s)

Start / End
Date

Oracle licensing
negotiations &
renewal

Customer Outcomes/
Deliverables
Service & Process
Changes

The current Oracle licence rental / subscription agreement with
Oracle expires in May 2018. This work is to identify options
beyond that date, agree the preferred option and deliver it.

Continued access to Oracle systems within
agreed financial budgets.

June 2017 to
May 2018

GDPR Planning &
Implementation

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
System / Technology
Changes
Corporate Change

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes into force
on 25 May 2018, by which point UK SBS will need to have a plan
completed for changes to ensure compliance. These changes will
then be implemented by May 2019.

Compliance with GDPR and managing risks
appropriately.

June 2017 to
May 2019

Recruit the New CEO

Corporate Change

Appoint and induct the new CEO for UK SBS.

Continuity of UK SBS leadership going into
2018-19 and beyond.

April 2018 to
September 2018

UK SBS Technology
Enablement

Corporate Change

Establish future ways of working within UK SBS to appropriately
utilise new technology opportunities (including Office 365).

Improves UK SBS effectiveness and
efficiency while minimising risk.

April 2018 to
April 2019

Procurement
Commercial
Standards

Service & Process
Changes

Plan and implement process changes and improvements to meet
required standards; assessed by Government and benchmarked
across Whitehall.

Continuous improvement, increasing
reputational image.

June 2018 to
March 2019

Develop the Employee
Proposition

Corporate Change

Now that UK SBS has a longer term future this will review,
amongst other things, performance management and
career development.

Ensures effective, efficient, engaged
employees.

April 2018 to
June 2019

Impact of Brexit on
Service Provided

Service & Process
Changes

Brexit will likely have varying impacts on a number of services
provided to clients that will need to be accommodated / minimised
(e.g. international procurement, recruitment and immigration
management etc.).

Minimises impacts to UK SBS and clients,
and ensures they remain compliant.

April 2018 to
April 2019
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2. Deliver all agreed projects and programmes as planned
While this can ultimately be taken to include all the activities currently identified for delivery over the next three years, since they are all project or
programme based, it primarily focuses on:
• Informing and meeting the agreed requirements of the UKRI Transition and Transformation programme
• The effective and efficient transfer of former DECC service provision to UK SBS
• The effective and efficient exit of non-BEIS and non-UKRI organisations from UK SBS service provision
• The implementation of agreed system upgrades to remain current, compliant and to manage risk
The activities that will be delivered to support these requirements are:

Objective 2

Apr 18

Jul 18

Oct 18

Jan 19

Apr 19

Jul 19

Oct 19

Jan 20

Apr 20

Jul 20

Oct 20

Jan 21

Agree & implement UKRI transition requirements
On board former DECC parts of BEIS
BOE hardware refresh
ROE upgrade to Oracle 12.1.3 (phase 2)
Off board CEH & NOC (NERC) institutes
Off board the Department of International Trade
Off board the Insolvency Service
Building IT service improvements
Grants de-customisation (discovery phase)
Grants de-customisation (phase 1)
Grants de-customisation (phase 2)
Implementation & go live of future ERP solution
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Activity

Work Streams

Description

Benefit(s)

Start / End Date

Agree & implement UKRI
transition requirements

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
System / Technology
Changes
Service & Process
Changes

In supporting the new UKRI organisation going live on 1 April 2018,
this programme of work will be to agree with UKRI and deliver the ROE
platform and service changes required to support and stabilise the go
live.

Enabling a key client structural
change while ensuring continuity of
service for UKRI employees.

May 2017 to May
2018

On board former DECC
parts of BEIS

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
System / Technology
Changes
Service & Process
Changes

The transfer of service provision from SSCL to UK SBS for Finance and
HR & Payroll. This activity also includes any standardisation support
required for these organisations to operate on the BOE platform.

Enabling a key client structural
change while improving medium to
longer term UK SBS efficiency.

March 2018 to
October 2018

BOE hardware refresh

System / Technology
Changes

The review and replacement, where required, of the hardware estate for
the BOE platform to ensure it remains stable, in support and meets any
future requirements up to any transfer to a SaaS solution.

Keeps UK SBS technology current
and compliant, and better manages
risks, including any service
disruption risks.

April 2018 to
June 2018

ROE upgrade to Oracle
12.1.3 (phase 2)

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
System / Technology
Changes

Completion of ‘behind the scenes’ changes to finish upgrading
the current ROE Oracle platform, e.g. upgrade of Single Sign On
functionality.

Keeps UK SBS technology current
and compliant, and better manages
risks, including any service
disruption risks.

April 2018 to
September 2018

Off board CEH & NOC
(NERC) institutes

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables

Off boarding of NERC Institutes from Finance, HR & Payroll services to
an alternative provider or solution.

Improves efficiency through
simplifying the UK SBS Business
Model.

Completed by
December 2018

Off board the
Department of
International Trade (DIT)

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables

Off boarding of DIT from Finance, HR & Payroll services to an alternative
provider or solution.

Removes governance conflicts now
that UKTI is a separate government
department (i.e.DIT).

Completed by
October 2019

Off board the Insolvency
Service (NSS)

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables

Off boarding of INSS from HR & Payroll services to an alternative provider
or solution.

Improves efficiency through
simplifying the UK SBS Business
Model.

September 2018
to October 2019
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Building IT service
improvements

System / Technology
Changes

Upgrading technology solutions in Polaris House including telephony,
printing, meeting room management and video conferencing.

Keeps technology current and
compliant, and better manages
risks, including any service
disruption risks.

April 2018 to
September 2019

Grants decustomisation
(discovery phase)

System / Technology
Changes

Exploration and recommendation of the approach to de-customising the
Grants / Finance interface in order that new services and / or platforms
can be considered in the future.

Enabling standardisation of Finance
services and client improvement of
Grants services.

April 2018 to
June 2018

Grants decustomisation
(phase 1)

System / Technology
Changes

Delivering the first phase of the agreed grants de-customisation
approach, which will allow for a new Grants service to be considered.

Enabling standardisation of Finance
services and client improvement of
Grants services

July 2018 to
April 2019

Grants decustomisation
(phase 2)

System / Technology
Changes

Delivering the second phase of the agreed grants de-customisation
approach, which will facilitate moving Finance services to a potential
SaaS solution.

Enabling standardisation of Finance
services and client improvement of
Grants services.

May 2019 to
June 2021

Implementation &
go live of future ERP
solution

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
System / Technology
Changes

The partner implementation and ‘go live’ of the agreed ERP solution
(potentially SaaS based) to replace BOE and ROE, allowing convergence
of solution and service offering for all clients.

Improved service performance and
efficiency through standardisation.

March 2019 to
May 2020
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3. Undertake and enable agreed end-to-end process, product and service standardisation and rationalisation
To get the most benefit from sharing services, and to plan for a future possible move to a single ERP based solution (potentially SaaS based) for all
clients, UK SBS and clients will need to work together to standardise and streamline the services that UK SBS currently provides on multiple Oracle
platforms with varying process differences.

The activities that will be delivered to achieve this will be:
Apr 18

Jul 18

Oct 18

Jan 19

Apr 19

Jul 19

Oct 19

Jan 20

Apr 20

Jul 20

Oct 20

Jan 21

Inform and Support the BDA
Organisational Design & Utilisation
Future ERP solution option evaluation & decision support
Objective 3

Develop future plans with owners

Evaluate business IT shared services

Review & agree ‘Value Add’ service boundaries
Create a new Chart of Accounts
Standardisation & automation
UKRI transformation changes

Expected Innovate UK convergence with UKRI

Future ERP solution stabilisation and further standardisation
Review & improve user experience
Group Procurement Portal
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Activity

Work streams

Description

Benefit(s)

Start / End
Date

Inform and Support
the Business Design
Authority (BDA)

Corporate Change

Working with BEIS and UKRI to establish the Shared Services Business
Design Authority, terms of reference / scope and appointment of initial
members. UK SBS to provide secretariat services and co-ordinate
Working Groups.

Agreed business transformation
and process standardisation
approach between owners.

July 2017 to
October 2018

Organisational Design &
Utilisation

Corporate Change

Now that UK SBS has a longer term future with a new set of objectives a
review of organisational design, capability and site utilisation is required,
with appropriate people development / change plans identified.

Improved UK SBS ability to
deliver objective activities, service
performance and remain within
budget.

April 2018 to
September 2018

Future ERP Solution
Option Evaluation &
Decision Support

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
Service & Process
Changes

Working with the joint BEIS, UKRI and UK SBS Shared Services Business
Design Authority provision of background work and options papers to
support a Business Case and establish a plan to evaluate future ERP
solutions (potentially SaaS based).

Improved service performance and
efficiency through standardisation.

April 2018 to
February 2019

Develop future plans
with owners

Corporate Change

Following the decision taken on the future ERP solution further planning
will be required to ensure UK SBS can support delivery of owner’s future
plans.

Ensures UK SBS objectives
remain aligned with owners.

November 2019
to May 2020

Evaluate business IT
shared services

Corporate Change

Working with UKRI and BEIS and through the Shared Services Business
Design Authority, evaluate the opportunities for the sharing of services.

Confirm future IT service
delivery requirements, roles and
responsibilities.

April 2018 to
September 2018

Review & agree ‘Value
Add’ service boundaries

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
Service & Process
Changes

Review and agree through the Shared Services Business Design Authority
consistent boundaries between BEIS / UKRI retained areas and UK SBS
for ‘Value Add’ services

Standardises and improves
efficiencies for the ‘Value Add’
range of services.

April 2018 to
January 2019

Create a new Chart
of Accounts

System / Technology
Changes
Corporate Change

Working with the joint BEIS, UKRI and UK SBS Shared Services Business
Design Authority alignment of the ROE Chart of Accounts to the BOE
Chart of Accounts, either within ROE or in the design for a future ERP
solution.

Enabling standardisation of
Finance services and improving
efficiencies

June 2018 to
January 2019

Process Rationalisation,
Standardisation &
Automation (incl. SelfService Improvements

System / Technology
Changes
Service & Process
Changes

Working with the joint BEIS, UKRI and UK SBS Business Design Authority,
identify process improvements across all Finance, HR & Procurement
areas and implement those that can be achieved on the current IT
platforms before service moves to the future ERP solution.

Improved self-service functionality,
service performance, consistency,
and efficiency.

April 2018 to
March 2020

UKRI Transformation
Changes

System / Technology
Changes
Service & Process
Changes

To agree and implement the changes to systems and services required
by UKRI following the completion of UKRI Transition that can be delivered
on the current ROE Oracle platform prior to the implementation of a future
solution.

Enabling a key client structural
change while ensuring continuity
of service for UKRI employees.

July 2018 to
September 2019
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Expected Innovate UK
convergence with UKRI

Customer Outcomes /
Deliverables
System / Technology
Changes
Service & Process
Changes

The transfer of Innovate UK from their current short term ERP provision to
the future BEIS & UKRI ERP solution.

Enabling a key client structural
change while ensuring continuity
of service for UKRI employees.

March 2019 to
April 2020

Future ERP solution
stabilisation and further
standardisation

Service and Process
Changes

Stabilisation of the future ERP solution post go live and then implementing
further standardisation facilitated by the stabilised future ERP solution.

Improved self-service functionality,
service performance, consistency,
and efficiency.

April 2020 to
March 2021

Review & Improve user
experience

Service and Process
Changes

Review the user experience and contact points within the service areas, to
include a review of customer contact products in use and implementation
of improved user system interfaces (e.g. Oracle systems, upgrade to
Microsoft Windows 10).

Improved customer experience
and self-service functionality.

May 2018 to
December 2020

Group Procurement
Portal

System / Technology
Changes
Service & Process
Changes

Rollout of the Procurement Portal to customers via the cloud to enable
self-service of tracking procurement activity and MI reporting.

Improved self-service functionality
and efficiency

January 2018 to
March 2019
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Business Plan Risks
With the requirement to maintain existing service and system performance and stability for all
clients while supporting delivery of significant changes over the next three years, there will be an
increase in the risks UK SBS will need to manage.
Assessing and managing these risks will be achieved through the well-established and robust
risk management framework already in place within UK SBS, comprising of risk registers for each
area of the business that feed into an over-arching UK SBS risk register, which is then regularly
reviewed by UK SBS Senior Management and the UK SBS Board and Audit Committee.
The major focus of the risk management framework is on:
•	IT Resilience and Cyber-security: UK SBS services are critically reliant on technology and
securely managing the vast amounts of data it holds, so work will continue to maintain and
harden defences against relevant threats, enhance disaster recovery capabilities and update
our technical architecture;
•	Partnership Working: UK SBS is working closely with its owners to deliver a complex range of
inter-dependent changes that are reliant on timely confirmation of requirements to ensure that
clients see delivery of expected future services;
•	Capacity and Capability: UK SBS continues to contend with the challenge of maintaining and
developing the human capital required to deliver today’s service and tomorrow’s changes in a
constrained public sector and competitive market; and
•	Finances: UK SBS is reliant on funding from owners to deliver their requirements but must
manage its budgets to deliver agreed commitments.
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Measuring Success
While UK SBS was working to single year Business Plans, waiting for the transfer of services and
closure of the Company, all measurements of success were focused on achieving service delivery
targets and remaining within agreed budgets.
These remain important measures of success, however, with the longer term future for UK SBS
agreed and change activities identified for the next three years, they will now make up part of the
new, wider and more strategically focused UK SBS Management Information (MI) Framework for
measuring success.
The new MI Framework will consist of multiple levels serving owners, the UK SBS Board and
Audit Committee, clients, the UK SBS Executive team, senior managers and operational teams.
They will build from the top down, incorporating:
• Delivery / progress of Roadmap activities;
• Management of key risks;
• People effectiveness and engagement;
• Key client issues;
• Financial performance versus agreed budgets; and
•	Operational Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) versus agreed targets, as set out in
Appendix B.
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Appendix A – UK SBS clients & services provided
UK SBS is considered to have one of the widest ranges of service provision within the UK public
sector; the clients served and services provide by UK SBS as at April 2018 are:

No. of clients

Innovate UK

c. 7,600 users

c. 1,400 users

c. 130 users

√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

4
4
4
4
3
4
1
4
3

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

5
5
5
5
1
1
5
1
5

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

√

√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

ACAS

√

√
√
√

UKRI

√

√
√
√
√
√

INSS

DIT

Information Systems & Services
Equipment Loans
Managed Devices
Telephony
Local Area Networks (LAN)
WiFi
Remote Working
Applications Hosting
Office Productivity

Other

UKSA

HR & Payroll Services
New Starter Administration
At Work / Maintain Employee Data
Payroll
Leaver Management
Recruitment
Training Services
Reward & Recognition
Immigration
Complex Transactional Case Mgmt

ROE

√

BEIS
Finance Services
Accounts Receivable
Cash Management
Generic Purchasing
Accounts Payable
Non-Current Assets
General Ledger (Accounting)
Project Accounting
VAT
Misc. Services

c. 1,500 users

BOE
c. 2,000 users

UK SBS services

Procurement Services
Category Management
Sourcing
Contract Management
Supplier Relationship Management
Specialist Procurement
eCommerce
Inventory Management
Reporting (supporting service)

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√

8
8
8
8
7
4
1
5

NOTES: Entries shown by a blue tick indicate only a partial service line take up
This table makes no account of variances in the way services are operated for different clients
User numbers are defined as employees but not contingent workers (as per Cabinet Office definitions)
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Appendix B – UK SBS Operational Key Performance Indicators
UK SBS uses Operational Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to track the high level performance
of its services. They will be reviewed later in 2018-19 to ensure they remain relevant.

KPI Ref

Description

2017-18
Target

2016-17
Score

2015-16
Score

88.9%

78.0%

Customer Experience (reported by individual service in performance reporting)
KPI-CS-1

Contacts Resolved by Agreed Target Date

>= 85%

KPI-CS-2

Customer Service Telephone Calls Answered in 20 Seconds

>= 80%

84.3%

78.7%

KPI-CS-3

Customer Service Telephone Calls Abandoned

<= 5%

2.0%

5.9%

Finance Services
KPI-FIN-1

Supplier Invoices Processed in 2 Working Days

>= 85%

91.5%

N/A

KPI-FIN-2

Debtor Days

<= 60

3

N/A

KPI-FIN-3

No. of Working Days to Complete Key Reconciliations

<= 15

13 Days

14 Days

KPI-FIN-4

Statutory Deadlines Achieved

= 100%

100%

N/A

KPI-FIN-5

Purchase Requisitions Processed in 3 Working Days
(< £10K)

>= 95%

96.1%

97.0%

= 100%

100%

100%

HR & Payroll Services
KPI-HRP-1

Payroll Transactions Processed by Deadline

KPI-HRP-2

Payroll Error Rate (UK SBS errors only)

<= 0.5%

0.16%

0.36%

KPI-HRP-3

Statutory Deadlines Achieved

= 100%

99.7%

99.6%

KPI-HRP-4

Ad-Hoc Programmes Delivered to Agreed Targets

>= 95%

100%

100%

Information Systems & Services
KPI-ISS-1

eMail System Availability

>= 98%

99.6%

100%

KPI-ISS-2

Network Availability

>= 98%

99.7%

99.8%

KPI-ISS-3

RC Oracle Estate (ROE) Availability inc. OBIEE

>= 98%

97.9%

95.2%

KPI-ISS-4

BEIS Oracle Estate (BOE) Availability inc. OBIEE

>= 98%

99.5%

99.3%

KPI-ISS-5

Siebel & Je-S System Availability

>= 98%

98.7%

97.5%

Procurement Services
KPI-PRC-1

Procurement Benefit v UK SBS Managed Spend Ratio

>= 6%

8.1%

7.6%

KPI-PRC-2

Return On Investment (Procurement benefit v cost of
service)

>= 9.7:1

18.1 : 1

12.3 : 1

KPI-PRC-3

OJEU Competitions Completed in Agreed Timescales

>= 95%

100%

92.9%

KPI-PRC-4

Further Competitions Completed in Agreed Timescales

>= 95%

97.3%

90.8%

KPI-PRC-5

Single Sourcing Actions (SSAs) Completed in Agreed
Timescales

>= 95%

98.4%

N/A

=0

0

0

Risk, Information Management and Continuity
KPI-RISC-1

Major Security Incidents

Achieved target
Almost met target - each CPI has its own tolerance for the amber status
Missed target
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